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Abstract- The foundation of a building form a base of the 

structure taking in all the loads whether live load or dead 

load, etc.& dissipating it into the ground below, thus they 

are of utmost importance in account for the stability & 

the life of the structure to be constructed. It includes the 

soil & rock of earth's crust & any special part of structure 

that serves to transmit the load into the rock or soil. 

Apart from this, the analysis of the foundation also leads 

to making of economical designs & foresee any type of 

difficulties ahead of the construction by the use of 

various site exploration techniques. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A foundation is the lowest part of the building 

structure. Foundations are by and large partitioned 

into two classifications: shallow foundations and 

profound foundations. Preceding the foundation of 

this exploration program, foundation building rules 

were basically experimental and scarcely sufficient 

for most expressway applications. The outcome 

was a powerlessness to precisely anticipate the 

execution of foundation frameworks, which, thus, 

prompted extremely progressive outline techniques 

and an intermittent foundation disappointment. An 

exhaustive exploration arrangement was launched 

in the late 1970's to create enhanced outline and 

development rules for building more secure and 

more savvy extension foundations. Designing 

changes were relied upon to diminish the expense 

of these foundations and stretch the interstate dollar 

to purchase more scaffolds that will last more.. 

 

An investigation of future requirements for 

expressway span foundations was finished under 

this task to give crucial arranging data to directing 

viable research on scaffold foundations. 

Assessments of the quantity of new scaffolds to be 

developed & those that would need to be 

supplanted or restored amid the rest of this century 

were made in 5-year augmentations utilizing 

information from FHWA extension stock & review 

reports. An investigation of FHWA foundation 

administration audit reports was additionally made 

to focus run of the mill foundation sorts utilized as 

a part of every State & liable to be utilized on 

future development. The examination was 

additionally supplemented with individual 

meetings with chose State & FHWA scaffold 

engineers from different locales of the nation. 

Results of these analyses indicated that more than 

100,000 bridges would be constructed, replaced, or 

rehabilitated in the United States during the last 20 

years of this century. Approximately 20,000 new 

bridges would be built & more than 15,000 existing 

bridges had deficient foundations. A large portion 

of the palatable foundations would like wise must 

be supplanted due to retrofit issues brought about 

by supplanting the superstructure. An expansive 

number of reusable foundations obliged 

extraordinary configuration & development 

strategies that expected to be created. It was 

likewise noticed that more than 2-thirds of these 

scaffolds were prone to be upheld on heaps, 1-

fourth of them on spread footings, & whatever is 

left of them on bored shafts or different sorts of 

foundations. 

 

II. TYPES OF FOOTINGS 

 

 
 

Figure 1Types of footing 

 

II.1 Shallow foundations  

On the off chance that the soil conditions instantly 

underneath the structure are sufficiently solid & 

equipped for supporting the obliged burden, then 

shallow spread footings can be utilized to transmit 

the heap. On the other h&, if the soil conditions are 

feeble, then heaps or docks are utilized to convey 

the heaps into deeper, more suitable soil. The 

imperative sorts of shallow foundations are as 

under 

 

II.1.1 Isolated footing 

It is round, square or rectangular piece of uniform 

thickness. Once in a while, it is ventured or 

slouched to spread the heap more than a bigger 
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range. At the point when spread balance is given to 

backing an individual section, it is called  

“Isolated footing” as shown in figure 2 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Isolated footing 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Isolated footing in practical 

 

II.1.2 Combined footing 

It underpins 2 sections as demonstrated in figure 

underneath. It is utilized when the 2 sections are so 

near to one another that their individual footings 

would cover. A consolidated balance is 

additionally given when the property line is so near 

to  1 segment that a spread balance would be 

unconventionally stacked when kept completely 

inside the property line. By joining it with that of 

an inside section, the heap is uniformly 

appropriated. A join balance may be rectangular or 

trapezoidal in arrangement. Trapezoidal balance is 

given when the heap on  1 of the segments is 

bigger than the other segment. 

 
 

Figure 4Combined footing  

II.1.3 Raft footing 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Raft footing 

 

It is an extensive slab supporting various columns 

& dividers under whole structure or a huge piece of 

the structure. A mat is obliged when the suitable 

soil weight is low or where the columns & dividers 

are close to the point that individual footings would 

cover or about touch one another. Mat foundations 

are helpful in lessening the differential settlements 

on non-homogeneous soils or where there is 

expansive variety in the heaps on individual 

columns. In this there are 2 sorts: 

 

II.1.3.1 Conventional method 

In this uncovering is d 1 up to profundity  Df& 

then the cementing is d 1 up to ground level. At 

that point refilling is d 1 with soil up to ground 

level.: 

 

II.1.3.2 Buoyancy type 

In this uncovering is d 1 up to profundity Df& then 

the cementing of slab & beam is d 1 to tie up the 

columns. Here, refilling with soil is not d 1. The 

void space is utilized as cellar. Here the idea of 

drifting balance is utilized. 
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Figure 6 Raft footing in practical 

 

 

II.2 Deep foundations  

The shallow foundations are utilized as a part of 

instance of little structures or structures, which 

convey lesser burdens, & consequently the heaps 

are dispersed into the soil mass at much lower 

profundity. However when we are considering 

substantial structures, which convey overwhelming 

loads, the heaps are scattered at more prominent 

profundities where ordinarily the soil bearing limit 

is high. 1 rule of separating between the shallow & 

deep foundations is that if there should arise an 

occurrence of the deep foundations the profundity 

of foundations is more than the measurement of the 

structure (normally the width is considered as the 

measurement). 

 

Selection of pile foundation types & length 

depends on following conditions: 

Soil conditions 

Loads from structures 

Nature of loads 

Number of piles to be used 

Cost of construction 

 

There are three types of pile foundation based on 

load transfer mechanism: 

 

II.2.1End Bearing Pile Foundation: 

End bearing heaps additionally called as point-

bearing heaps are chosen when the profundity of 

hard soil strata or bedrock at site is inside sensible 

profundity. The length of heap to be utilized can be 

effectively figured in light of bedrock profundity 

got from soil investigation borehole records. For 

this situation, the heaps from structures are 

specifically exchanged the hard soil through 

bearing activity of heap base tip & it doesn't oblige 

the utilization of skin contact to oppose loads. The 

expense of development of heaps in such cases is 

ideal.  

 

A definitive limit of heap or heap gathering relies 

on upon the bearing limit of bedrock or hard strata. 

Number of heaps to be utilized as a part of this case 

relies on upon the heaps from structure & singular 

limit of heaps  

 

For this situation, QU = QP  

 

On the off chance that when the hard bedrock is 

not accessible at sensible profundity & genuinely 

compacted hard strata of soil exists, then heaps 

ought to be broadened a couple of meters into the 

hard soil strata. 

 

II.2.2 Friction Pile Foundation: 

Rubbing heaps oppose the heaps from structures 

due its skin grinding with soil. This kind of heap 

foundation is chosen when a hard stratum is 

accessible everywhere profundity & development 

of end bearing heap gets to be uneconomical. At 

that point number of heaps in a gathering is chosen 

to oppose the heap from structure through its skin 

grinding. This kind of heap foundation likewise 

opposes stacks because of end bearing yet its 

esteem is little, accordingly it is disregarded in 

computation.  

 

The length of rubbing heap to be chosen for this 

situation relies on upon the shear quality of soil, 

burdens from structures & size of heaps. The limit 

of individual heap is figured in light of skin 

grinding resistance gave by chose length of heap. 

Ideal length of this heap ought to be utilized 

considering economy. The quantity of heaps 

needed in a gathering can be computed from 

individual heap limit.  

 

For this situation, QU = QS  

 

The heap is exchanged to the soil through erosion 

if there should arise an occurrence of sandy soil & 

grip in the event of clayey soil. Detached sand& 

delicate dirts may not give sufficient skin grinding 

or attachment imperviousness to overwhelming 

burdens from structures. 

 
 

Figure 7 Types of Pile Foundation 

 

II.2.3 Combined End Bearing & friction Pile 

Foundation: 
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This kind of heap foundation is generally utilized 

as a part of development. The point of interest of 

utilizing this heap is that it can oppose loads from 

structures through both end bearing & grating 

resistance. This heap has high heap limit & is 

sparing.  

 

This heap is utilized when the soil investigation 

results shows hard bedrock or genuinely 

compacted soils at sensible profundity & soil above 

couch rock backings skin grinding resistance.  

 

For this situation, QU = QS + QP  

 

The heap is exchanged to the soil through rubbing 

if there should arise an occurrence of sandy soil & 

bond in the event of clayey soil. 

 

III. FACTORS AFFECTING SELECTION 

OF FOUNDATION FOR BUILDINGS 

 

Factors affecting selection of foundation for a 

building can be many from the soil conditions to 

the type of structure & loads from the building. All 

the factors are considered during selection of 

foundation for durable building construction. 

 

III.1Loads from Building: 

The main component considered is burdens from 

expanding on the foundation. This heap is a mix of 

dead load & forced loads on the structures. 

Different loads, for example, wind loads, seismic 

tremor burdens, snow loads and so forth are 

likewise viewed as in view of area.  

 

The amount of burdens relies on upon the sort of 

structure, number of floors & material of 

development. As the quantity of floors builds, the 

dead load & forced loads likewise increment. 

Decision of material for development, for example, 

strengthened cement or steel development likewise 

has effects on foundation. Fortified solid structures 

apply more loads on the foundation contrasted with 

steel structures. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8Loads on building 

 

Based on the safe bearing capacity of structure & 

quantity of loads on foundation, type of foundation 

& its base area is calculated. 

 

III.2Type of Soils: 

Soil is a mixture of strong particles, dampness & 

air. Soil can be of numerous sorts, for example, 

clayey soil or far reaching soil, sandy soil or 

detached soils and so forth. The soil close surface 

is called as top soil & underneath a profundity of 

300mm is called as sub soil. By and large subsoil is 

utilized as base for foundation for little structures.  

 

On the other hand, soil examination ought to be 

completed to know the way of soil, profundity of 

water table, sort of soil, profundity of distinctive 

layers of soil & to know the bearing limit of soil at 

diverse levels for expansive structures. 

 
 

Figure 9 Effect of settlement 

 

At the point when the heap is exchanged from the 

structure to soil through foundations, the soil has a 

tendency to unite & settlement of foundation 

happens. This union procedure can be snappy if 

there should be an occurrence of non-iron soils, for 

example, sands & can even take years for different 

soils. The complete settlement of foundation in 

sandy soil may happen even before the building 

development has been finished. Clayey soil can 

hold the water for more time & therefore 

settlement is moderate & can take years. Soil 

clayey holds substantial measure of water, & in this 

manner settlement of foundation is expansive in 

such soils.  

 

The settlement of foundation reasons breaks in 

building dividers, beams, slabs and so forth & 

building can even fizzle if there should arise an 

occurrence of huge settlement.  

 

The soil examination is important when the heaps 

from the building are extensive & the bearing limit 

can't be assessed in light of sort of soil condition at 

site. 
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III.3Type of Structure in Neighborhood: 

The determination of foundation for building 

development can likewise be d 1 taking into 

account the sort of foundation chose for the 

structures in the neighbouring structures for the 

same sorts. In view of the achievement or 

disappointment of foundations for such structures, 

choice can be taken for the determination of 

foundation. 

 

III.4 Types of Foundations: 

Sorts of foundation, for example, disconnected 

foundations, joined footings, heap foundations & 

flatboat or mat foundations and so on in light of the 

sort of soils & loads from the structures can be 

chosen taking into account suitability & necessity. 

 

IV. BEARING CAPACITY OF SOIL 

 

It is the load carrying capacity of the soil.Ultimate 

bearing capacity or Gross bearing capacity of the 

soil is the least gross pressure which will cause 

shear failure of the supporting soil immediately 

below the footing.& the Net ultimate bearing 

capacity of the soil is the net pressure that can be 

applied to the footing by external loads that will 

just initiate failure in the underlying soil. It is equal 

to ultimate bearing capacity minus the stress due to 

the weight of the footing & any soil or surcharge 

directly above it. Whereas the safe bearing capacity 

of the soil is the bearing capacity after applying the 

factor of safety (FS). 

 

IV.1 Presumptive bearing capacity 

Construction standards of different associations in 

diverse nations gives the suitable bearing limit that 

can be utilized for proportioning footings. These 

are "Possible bearing limit qualities taking into 

account involvement with different structures 

effectively fabricated. As possible qualities are 

built just in light of visual characterization of 

surface soils, they are not dependable. These 

qualities don't consider critical components 

influencing the bearing limit, for example, the 

shape, width, profundity of balance, area of water 

table, quality & compressibility of the soil. For the 

most part these qualities are traditionalist & can be 

utilized for preparatory outline or actually for last 

plan of little immaterial structure. IS1904-1978 

prescribes that the safe bearing limit ought to be 

figured on the premise of the soil test information. 

Anyhow, without such information, the estimations 

of safe bearing limit can be taken equivalent to the 

possible bearing limit values given in table 4.1, for 

distinctive sorts of soils & rocks. It is further 

suggested that for non-binding soils, the qualities 

ought to be diminished by half if the water table is 

above or close base of balance. 

 

Table1 Presumptive bearing capacity values as per 

IS1904-1978 

 

Type of soil/rock Safe/allowable bearing 

capacity (KN/ m
2
) 

Rock 3240 

Soft rock 440 

Coarse sand 440 

Medium sand 245 

Fine sand 440 

Soft shell / stiff clay 100 

Soft clay 100 

Very soft clay 50 

 

IV.2Methods of improving bearing capacity of soils 

Selecting routines for enhancing bearing limit of 

soils is important as a rule for the development of 

foundation. Soil examination is done to build 

existing ground conditions & soil properties for 

determination of suitable foundation sorts for the 

structure.  

 

At the point when, the soil is discovered to be poor 

in bearing limit or filled subsoil, a few choices 

must be made by the creator taking into account 

accessible alternatives. 

 

IV.2.1Relocate the construction project: 

The first option for the designer is to relocate the 

construction project & find soil with suitable 

bearing capacity. 

 

IV.2.2Remove & replace the poor ground: 

At the point when the profundity of poor soil is not 

deep, this choice can be chosen. Poor soils can be 

exhumed & supplanted with great compacted soils. 

In any case this strategy has a danger of differential 

settlement of foundations. Utilizing this choice for 

profundities more than 4m can be uneconomical. 

 

IV.2.3Consolidation / Compaction by surcharge 

load: 

The ground can be surcharged with substantial 

burdens from totals or different materials to 

accelerate the settlement & enhance bearing limit 

of soil. Anyhow this alternative can postpone the 

development venture, as merging or settlement of 

soil may oblige time from weeks to years in view 

of soil sort. 

 

 

IV.2.4Dynamic Compaction of soil: 

Dynamic Compaction system for enhancing 

bearing limit of soil comprises of dropping a 

substantial weight from an impressive tallness. 

This strategy is especially viable in granular soils.  
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Figure 10 Dynamic Compaction of soil 

 

Utilization of element compaction strategy makes 

vibrations in the surroundings because of free-fall 

of overwhelming weight. This can result in issues 

in adjacent structures & structures. Hence, states of 

existing structures ought to be considered before 

utilizing this system for enhancing bearing limit of 

soil. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This report discusses the construction of 

foundations & pre-cast structures which include the 

construction of columns, formwork, etc. The report 

addresses the purpose of each structural part as an 

integral part for the stability & sustainability of the 

building & emphasizes the selection of various 

materials & methodology used, including the 

storage, earthwork as well as the drawing & 

planning required. Analytical & pictorial design is 

also presented. To conclude this paper we have 

surveyed & analysed some of the types, factors & 

other technical aspects governing its selection, 

methodology & usage. 
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